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Calibration of colloid probe cantilevers using the dynamic viscous
response of a confined liquid
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A method is described to determine the spring constant of colloid probe cantilevers used in force
measurements with the atomic force microscope. An oscillatory drive applied to the substrate is
coupled by viscous interactions to the colloid probe. The dynamic response of the probe, which is
unaffected by static interactions, is then used to determine the spring constant of the cantilever. Thus
an accurate calibration of the spring constant may be performed simultaneously with a normal
colloidal probe force measurementin situ. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1597950#

I. INTRODUCTION

The atomic force microscope~AFM! is routinely used to
measure a number of interfacial phenomena including sur-
face forces,1–4 friction,5–7 and adhesion.8,9 Of fundamental
importance to these quantitative measurements is an accurate
knowledge of the cantilever spring constant. Furthermore, by
controlling the interaction geometry, it is possible to compare
the measured interaction force with theory. Control of the
interaction geometry and chemistry is often achieved by at-
taching a spherical colloid particle to the end of the
cantilever.1,10,11

The spring constant is dependent upon the cantilever di-
mensions and material properties. Microfabricated cantile-
vers from the same batch or wafer often have uniform di-
mensions, but between batches, large variations in the spring
constant of the same type of cantilever can occur. Insufficient
control over the thickness of the cantilever is the greatest
problem. The spring constant is proportional to the cube of
the thickness, so small variations in thickness give rise to
significant changes in the spring constant. These nonunifor-
mities in the manufacturing process require that a measure-
ment of the spring constant of each cantilever is essential for
accurate, reproducible force measurements.

A variety of methods have been proposed to determine
the cantilever spring constant.12–19 Most are suited to canti-
levers in the absence of an attached colloid particle. Indeed,
no existing calibration technique can be used for all cantile-
ver and interaction geometries. The two most commonly em-
ployed methods, the thermal noise method13 and the added
mass method,12 determine the spring constant for a point
load at the end of the cantilever. The spring constant can then

be corrected for the positioning of the colloidal particle away
from the end of the cantilever.15 The requirement to perform
a correction increases the systematic error in the calibrated
spring constant and fails to account for the altered compli-
ancy of the cantilever due to the attachment of the particle
with glue.

Recently a number of authors have proposed methods of
calibrating AFM cantilever spring constants involving the
hydrodynamic drag of the cantilever or a particle attached to
a cantilever.18,19 In the method of Maeda and Senden18 a
semiempirical relationship between the distributed load due
to hydrodynamic drag on the cantilever and its static end
loading is used to determine the spring constant. This method
is unsuitable for colloid probes as the flow characteristics in
the presence of an attached particle will differ greatly to that
of a bare cantilever.

Craig and Neto19 have used a force balance approach
between the restoring force of the cantilever and the hydro-
dynamic drag force on a spherical particle approaching a
wall. This method requires an accurate knowledge of the
particle radius and solution viscosity. The deflection of the
cantilever due to the hydrodynamic drag force is measured as
a function of surface separation. In order to gain deflections
of the cantilever that are both much greater than the static
interaction force and measurable over a significant separation
range, viscous fluids (viscosity@water) such as concentrated
sucrose solutions and comparatively large surface approach
velocities~ramp rates! are required. The asymptotic behavior
of the hydrodynamic force at small separations introduces
difficulties in the determination of the compliance region~re-
quired to calibrate optical sensitivity!. Furthermore, the pos-
sibility of boundary slip complicates the analysis. This
method provides anin situ, nondestructive measurement of
the cantilever spring constant for the specific point of loading
of the attached particle. However, in this method it is as-
sumed that the deflection of the cantilever due to background
surface forces is negligible.
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Here, a spring constant calibration method is described
that uses the viscous response of a colloidal particle attached
to a cantilever due to the normal oscillatory motion of a flat
plane in a fluid medium. A small amplitude, high frequency
sinusoidal wave form is superimposed on the normal ramp
signal applied to the piezo. The dynamic deflection due to
the hydrodynamic force and the static deflection due to sur-
face forces are measured concurrently and evaluated inde-
pendently.

Brenner20 has given the exact expression for the hydro-
dynamic drag force on a sphere approaching a wall for low
Reynolds number flow~,1!. It has been shown that when
the distance between the sphere and wall is small in com-
parison to the radius of the sphere, the hydrodynamic drag
force is given by Eq.~1!, whereh is the viscosity of the
fluid, R is the radius of the particle,U is the velocity of
approach, andD is the surface separation21,22

FH5
6phR2U

D
. ~1!

As the interaction geometry in our experimental arrangement
is analogous to that in the surface forces apparatus~SFA!, we
can use the equations of motion derived by Israelachvili for
the measurement of the viscosity of liquids in thin films.23

The oscillatory response of the colloid probe due to the sinu-
soidal motion of the flat surface is measured as a function of
mean surface separation. Assuming a no-slip boundary con-
dition and that the liquid is Newtonian, the viscosity of liquid
is given by Eq.~2!, whereh is the solution viscosity,k is the
spring constant,D is the mean surface separation,R is the
particle radius,n is the frequency of oscillation,A0 is the
drive amplitude, andA is the amplitude of the gap separa-
tion. In the SFA,A is measured directly. In the AFM,A can
be determined from measuring the amplitude responsex0

and phase differenceu between the drive and measured os-
cillatory signals and is given by Eq.~3!

h5
kD

12p2R2n F S A0

A D 2

21G1/2

, ~2!

A5uA02x0eiuu. ~3!

For a liquid of known viscosity and for a known particle
radius the spring constant may be determined using Eq.~2!.
Alternatively, once the spring constant is accurately deter-
mined, the viscosity of small volumes of liquids in thin films
can be measured. Equation~2! only holds for low inertial
systems, that is when the driving frequency,n, is much less
than the resonance frequency of the spring,n0 .

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A number of modifications to the standard AFM force
experiment were performed in order to simultaneously mea-
sure both static and dynamic forces between the substrate
and colloid probe. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation
of the experimental arrangement. The high voltagez ramp
from the Nanoscope® controller, accessed via the signal ac-
cess module~SAM! ~Digital Instruments, CA!, was coupled
to a high frequency, small amplitude oscillatory signal pro-

vided by a dual phase lock-in amplifier~SR 830, Stanford
Research Systems!. A summing audio transformer~Farnell
A262A2E! was used to couple the signals. The coupled sig-
nal was then connected to the high voltagez input on the
Nanoscope® SAM.

The hydrodynamic interaction couples the oscillatory
motion of the flat surface to the colloid probe. The deflection
of the cantilever due to the induced oscillatory motion of the
colloid probe was measured by the split photodiode of the
AFM. The dynamic response of the cantilever is the compo-
nent of the response with the same frequency as the oscilla-
tory signal. The output from the split photodiode was passed
back to the lock-in amplifier where both the in phase and 90°
out of phase components of the oscillatory signal were mea-
sured. These signals were used to determine the amplitude
attenuation and phase difference between the motions of the
substrate and colloid probe as a function of surface separa-
tion.

The output from the lock-in amplifier was measured us-
ing a 16-bit, analog-to-digital~A/D! converter capable of
sampling at 100 kHz. This sampling rate is far greater than
required and in these experiments the data were typically
sampled at 2–5 kHz. The split photodiode output and signal
applied to thez ramp were also sampled using this A/D con-
verter. The digitized signals were then passed to a dedicated
computer for processing. A customized program written in a
commercial software package, Labview®, was used for data
sampling and processing.

The static deflection of the cantilever due to surface
forces was measured simultaneously with the oscillatory de-
flection due to hydrodynamic interactions. Zero surface sepa-
ration (D50) was defined as the onset of the compliance

FIG. 1. ~a! Flow diagram showing the connections to and from the AFM for
the measurement of dynamic surface forces.~b! Schematic of the experi-
mental arrangement for the measurement of hydrodynamic lubrication
forces. The bottom surface oscillates at frequencyn and driving amplitude
A0 . Hydrodynamic forces cause the upper surface~colloid probe! to oscil-
late at the same frequency, however, the amplitude is attenuated and phase
shifted by an amountu.

4027Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 9, September 2003 Calibration of colloid probe cantilevers
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region in the raw output of the static deflection versus piezo
extension. Thez ramp scan rate from the Nanoscope control-
ler was typically set at approach velocities of less than 400
nm/s. Low ramp rates are employed ensuring that the static
component of the interaction is attributable to surface forces
and not to hydrodynamic interactions.

Typically, drive amplitudes of between 2 and 10 nm and
frequencies less than 1000 Hz were used. Smaller drive am-
plitudes did not produce significant deflection of the cantile-
ver at large surface separations. Furthermore, these frequen-
cies were much less than the resonance frequency of the end
loaded cantilever in aqueous solution~5–10 kHz! so inertial
and acceleration terms can be ignored.

A smooth sphere was attached to an AFM cantilever us-
ing the method of Duckeret al.11 Standard, V-shaped silicon
nitride cantilevers~Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA!
were used in this study. Borosilicate glass spheres~Duke
Scientific! with an approximate radius of 10mm ~surface
roughness,0.15 nm rms over 1003100 nm2) were attached
to the cantilever with a small amount of epoxy adhesive
~Araldite, Selleys Co., Australia!. A reverse imaging tech-
nique was used prior to the experiment to ensure that the
colloidal probe was free of particulate debris.24 Reverse im-
aging involves scanning the probe across an array of spikes
with radius of curvature much less than that of the probe. A
silicon grating~TGT-01, NT-MDT, Russia! was used in this
case. An example image of the area of interaction of the
colloid probe is shown in Fig. 2. The radius of the colloid
probe was measured~to an accuracy of 0.1mm! by scanning
electron microscopy after the measurements. Freshly cleaved
muscovite mica was used as the flat substrate. This substrate
is atomically smooth and requires no further cleaning before
use.

The AFM was housed in a temperature-controlled incu-
bator. All measurements were performed at a constant tem-
perature of 2060.1 °C. Water was used as a viscosity stan-
dard in order to determine the spring constant of the
cantilever. Then the viscosity of several sucrose solutions
was measured in order to validate the method. Aqueous so-
lutions of KNO3 under a variety ofpH conditions were used
to alter the magnitude of the static interaction forces and
thereby any possible effect on the dynamic component of the

interaction could be investigated. The solutionpH was ad-
justed using an appropriate amount of aqueous HNO3 or
KOH. All water used was purified using a Milli-Q purifica-
tion unit. Sucrose~BDH! KOH, HNO3, and KNO3~Sigma-
Aldrich! were of AR grade. The KNO3 was baked at 400 °C
for 2 h before use.

The polymer used in this study was the weak cationic
polyelectrolyte poly~2-vinylpyridine!. Two samples of P2VP
were obtained from Polysciences Inc.~Warrington, PA! and
used without further purification. These samples were a rela-
tively monodisperse P2VP with a molecular weight of 30
kDa (MW /MN;1.27) and a higher molecular weight, poly-
disperse sample of 300–400 kDa.

The P2VP solutions were prepared by dissolving a
known amount of polymer in an aqueous solution of HNO3.
The P2VP solution was gently stirred overnight at 35 °C be-
fore being diluted as required with Milli-Q water. ThepH of
the P2VP solution was adjusted to 3.2 by the addition of an
appropriate amount of KOH or HNO3 and the solution al-
lowed to equilibrate for at least 24 h before being used in
experimentation.

III. RESULTS

The measured amplitude of the colloid probe due to the
motion of the flat substrate in a typical experiment is shown
in Fig. 3~a!. The phase difference between the sinusoidal
motions of the substrate and probe is also shown in Fig. 3~a!.
At large surface separations, the phase difference is close to
90° as would be expected for a purely viscous dissipation of
energy. As the surfaces approach, the phase difference de-
creases and this corresponds with an increase in the mea-
sured amplitude of the colloid probe response due to in-
creases in the hydrodynamic interaction. At a surface
separation of 300 nm the measured amplitude of the colloid
probe has increased significantly and the phase difference
has decreased to 70°. As the surfaces approach the phase
continues to decrease as the amplitude of response increases.
At a surface separation of less than 20 nm the Van der Waals
attractive force between the surfaces exceeds the spring re-
storing force and the two surfaces jump into contact. The
phase difference decreases rapidly to 0° implying that the
two surfaces are now moving in concert. This corresponds to
the onset of the compliance region. The amplitude of the
surface separation@calculated from Eq.~3!# is also presented
in Fig. 3~a!. At large surface separations, no deflection of the
probe is measured so the gap amplitude is simply the drive
amplitude. As the surfaces approach the gap amplitude de-
creases until at separations less than 25 nm, where the two
surfaces are moving together, the gap amplitude tends to
zero. Figure 3~b! shows the simultaneously recorded static
force profile. The force-distance data is well fitted to DLVO
theory in the limits of constant charge and constant potential
and furthermore is consistent with previously published
studies.4,25 This shows that the surfaces are clean and fully
wetting.

By rearranging Eq.~2!, the spring constant of the canti-
lever can be determined from the slope of a plot ofb @Eq.
~4!# as a function of surface separation. Figure 4 shows such

FIG. 2. AFM reverse image of the colloid probe obtained using the TGT-01
grating~NT-MDT, Russia!. The presence of small surfaces asperities can be
observed. Scan size is 1.531.5mm2, vertical axis is 25 nm/division.

4028 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 9, September 2003 Notley, Biggs, and Craig
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a plot used to determine the spring constant for a 10.0
60.1mm radius silica particle attached to a 100mm long,
thick-legged Si3N4 ‘‘V’’ shaped cantilever in water.

b512p2R2hnF S A0

A D 2

21G21/2

5kD. ~4!

A linear relationship is observed in Fig. 4 for surface sepa-
rations between 25 and 300 nm. Instabilities of the colloid
probe at surface separations of less than 20 nm due to Van
der Waals forces cause the surfaces to rapidly jump into con-
tact. Data in this region were not used in the spring constant
calibration due to the instability of the cantilever. At surface
separations greater than 300 nm the hydrodynamic coupling
between the surface and the probe is small and the data is
therefore dominated by noise. Hence data at separations
greater than 300 nm were also excluded. The spring constant

was measured from the slope of the linear regression of the
data points in Fig. 4 to be 0.15960.004 N/m.

Once the cantilever spring constant was accurately de-
termined, the response of the probe to the oscillatory motion
of the flat substrate was used to measure the viscosity of
aqueous sucrose solutions. Previously, the SFA has been used
to measure the viscosity of liquids in thin films.22,23,26,27The
SFA results show that simple liquids remain Newtonian or
‘‘bulk-like’’ in confined films as thin as 25 Å. Assuming that
the liquid is Newtonian, the viscosity,h, is given by Eq.~2!.
Rearrangement of Eq.~2! into the familiar SFA form@Eq.
~5!# makes the subject the effective mobility,G. When plot-
ted as a function of surface separation the slope is equal to
the inverse of the viscosity of the intervening fluid.

G5
12p2R2n

k F S A0

A D 2

21G21/2

5
1

h
D. ~5!

Figure 5 presents the effective mobility,G, as a function
of surface separation for aqueous sucrose solutions of differ-
ent concentration. As the concentration of sucrose is in-
creased, the measured slope (h21) decreases. Some long
wavelength oscillation of the data is evident due to optical
interference. The measured viscosities of the sucrose solu-
tions from the least-squares fit to the data in Fig. 5 are in
excellent agreement with literature values28 as compared in
Table I.

The data in Fig. 3 were collected in water (pH 5.9!. At
this pH both the mica substrate and borosilicate glass probe
have a negative surface charge. At surface separations less
than 150 nm there is a significant repulsive interaction force
due to the overlap of the electrical double layers of the probe
and substrate. Figure 6~a! shows the measured equilibrium
surface forces between the probe and substrate in solutions
of 131024 M KNO3 in the pH range of 3.5–7.7.

Both the dynamic and static interactions were captured
simultaneously. The spring constant used to calibrate the

FIG. 3. ~a! The measured amplitude of oscillation of the colloid probe~open
circles! and phase difference between the oscillatory motion of the substrate
and probe~open squares! as a function of surface separation in water~un-
adjustedpH, viscosity 1.000 mPa s!. The static scan size was 1mm and scan
rate was 0.5 Hz. The oscillatory drive amplitudeA0 was 3.7 nm and fre-
quency 1000 Hz. The amplitude of surface separation~triangles! was deter-
mined from Eq.~3!. Only every tenth measured point is shown for clarity.
~b! Static surface forces upon approach of a 10.0mm radius borosilicate
sphere to a mica substrate in water. The best fit to DLVO for the surfaces in
water ~unadjustedpH) calculated from the nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann
equation in the limits of constant charge~solid line! and constant potential
~dashed line! are also shown. The dissimilar fitting parameters werecmica

575 mV, csilica545 mV, k21532 nm, and a Hamaker constant of 1
310219 J. The scan size was 400 nm and scan rate was 0.5 Hz.

FIG. 4. Plot of b as a function of mean surface separation,D, for the
interaction between a silica colloid probe~radius 10.060.1mm) and mica
substrate. The cantilever and surface are immersed in water~unadjustedpH,
viscosity 1.000 mPa s!. The static scan size was 1mm and scan rate was 0.5
Hz. The oscillatory drive amplitudeA0 was 3.7 nm and frequency 1000 Hz.
From the linear regression (R2 is 0.9988!, the measured spring constant was
determined to be 0.15960.004 N/m. The errors in the measurement are
approximately the size of the data points along the vertical axis and signifi-
cantly less along the distance axis.

4029Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 9, September 2003 Calibration of colloid probe cantilevers
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static interaction was determined from the dynamic interac-
tions as described above. Figure 6~b! showsb as a function
of surface separation for each of the data sets shown in Fig.
6~a!. Note that the data have been offset to allow ease of
comparison between the gradients. The least-squares fit to
the four curves agree to within 2%. The data in Fig. 6~b!
show clearly that deflections of the cantilever due to static
interaction forces do not affect the response of the cantilever
due to the hydrodynamic interactions.

Limitations of the approach adopted here were investi-
gated using measurements for similar probes carrying ad-
sorbed polymer films. In the first example, a molecularly thin
layer of polymer was deposited on each surface by free ad-
sorption of a low molecular weight highly charged polyelec-
trolyte from a low concentration solution. Previous reports
have concluded, from static force data, that the adsorbed film
is at most 2 to 3 nm thick.29,30 Such a surface has been
postulated as a good model for a rough surface. In the second
case, a high molecular weight sample of the same polymer
was adsorbed from a high concentration solution. This is
known to result in the development of a significant steric
boundary layer. Previous drainage measurements on such
systems have indicated that solvent will penetrate into this
‘‘soft’’ polymer layer. This surface may therefore be consid-
ered as a model for a soft deformable colloid probe. Typical

static force data for these two systems are shown in Fig. 7.
Clearly, there is no evidence of a steric layer in the presence
of the low molecular weight polymer. In contrast, the high
molecular weight polymer sample shows a long range steric
repulsion under the conditions of the experiment. Corre-
sponding hydrodynamic data for these force curves are
shown in Fig. 8. At large separations, all three data sets are
linear and the gradient of the best fits to the data in these
linear regions are equivalent suggesting that the surface char-
acter does not affect the measurement ofk. Clearly, the data
for the two polymer samples are not linear over the whole
range of surface separation distances and the adsorbed film
does influence the fluid drainage. The range of this deviation
is related to the extension of the polymer layer away from
the surface.

IV. DISCUSSION

The calibration of AFM cantilever spring constants using
the viscous response of a confined liquid has a number of

FIG. 5. Effective mobility is plotted vs separation. The slope of the plot is
used to determine the viscosity of a range of aqueous sucrose solutions at
20 °C. A static scan size was 250 nm and scan rate was 0.5 Hz. An oscilla-
tory drive amplitude of 3.7 nm and frequency of 200 Hz was used. The
spring constant was 0.07060.003 N/m and the particle radius was 9.8
60.1mm. The measured viscosity of the sucrose solutions is given in Table
I. Water ~open diamonds!, 10% w/w sucrose/water~triangles!, 15% w/w
sucrose/water~crosses!, and 20% w/w sucrose/water~circles!.

TABLE I. Comparison of the measured viscosity determined using Eq.~5!
and the data presented in Fig. 4 to the bulk literature viscosity of aqueous
sucrose solutions. Note that the data for water is used to determine the
spring constant.

Concentration
~wt %!

Measured viscosity
~mPa s!

Literature viscosity
~mPa s!

0 1.00
10 1.3460.03 1.31
15 1.6060.03 1.59
20 1.8960.04 1.92

FIG. 6. ~a! Equilibrium surface forces on approach between a mica sub-
strate and borosilicate glass probe~radius 10.060.1mm) as a function of
solutionpH. The static scan size was 250 nm and scan rate was 0.5 Hz for
all force experiments. The repulsive electrostatic component of the force
increases withpH due to a corresponding increase in surface charge.pH
3.5, circles; 4.5, squares; 5.9, triangles; and 7.7, crosses.~b! A plot of b vs
separation, used to determine the spring constant of the cantilever. The mea-
sured spring constants under different static deflection conditions, as mea-
sured from least-squares fits to the four data sets, agree to within 2%. The
curves are offset for clarity.pH 3.5, circles; 4.5, squares; 5.9, triangles; and
7.7, crosses.

4030 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 9, September 2003 Notley, Biggs, and Craig
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advantages over other methods. This method determines the
spring constant with the probe attached and the effect on the
spring constant of the placement of the probe is internally
accounted for. Most existing methods determine the spring
constant for a point load at the end tip of the cantilever. The
spring constant is then corrected for distance of the probe
from the end of the cantilever. This assumes that the cantile-
ver has a uniform cross section and that the material proper-
ties of the cantilever are constant throughout the length of
the beam. If the method requires a correction, the systematic
error of the measurement of the spring constant is increased.
Also other methods fail to adequately account for the pos-
sible altered compliancy of the cantilever when a colloidal
particle is attached with glue. Using the proposed method a
quick, in situ determination of the cantilever spring constant
can be made. Indeed, the data required to determine the
spring constant can be captured concurrently with the force
data of interest. Although nonstandard electronics are re-
quired for the determination of the spring constant using this
method, the necessary components are readily available and
easily implemented into the experimental instrumentation.

Examination of Eq.~4! indicates that there are two con-
tributing sources of error in the determination of absolute

values forb and hence the spring constant determination,
viz. the particle radius,R, and the surface separation dis-
tance,D. The precise control of temperature afforded by the
incubation of the AFM ensures a highly precise viscosity for
our solvent standard~water!. Typically the radius of the par-
ticle in these experiments can be measured to an accuracy of
;1% using scanning electron microscopy~SEM!. Since in
the determination of the spring constant the radius is squared
in the calculation, this introduces an error of 2% in the mea-
sured value. Accurate knowledge of the separation distance
relies upon precise calibration of the AFM drive piezo and an
accurate definition of the zero distance. Both factors can in-
troduce error into absolute values ofb. However, it should
be noted that to obtain the value ofk, it is not necessary to
know the absolute values ofb, only the variation ofb with
distance. Hence there is no absolute requirement to know
zero separation. Of course, the movement of the piezo must
still be accurately known such that a value ofDD can be
obtained. Typically, the movement of the piezo can be accu-
rately calibrated with,0.1% error. Hence this is not ex-
pected to be significant when compared to the error from the
particle radius. Thus an accurate spring constant can be ob-
tained at an arbitrary set of separation distances provided that
the distance moved (DD) is accurately known and that the
response ofb with D is linear~Fig. 4!. Obviously, the probe
and surface should be close enough to ensure an amplitude
response that is sufficiently greater than thermal noise. Also,
the limitations of the hydrodynamic theory are such that the
distance of surface separation is small compared to the par-
ticle radius. For a 10mm radius bead, as used here, this
typically limits us to separations of less that 1mm. Other
contributing sources of error in the measurement of the
spring constant using this method need also to be considered.
For example, typical errors in the calibration of the optical
sensitivity may be of the order of 1% to 2%.

Optical noise can contribute to nonlinearity in the plots
of beta versus separation. This can lead to significant varia-
tions in the slope~up to 10%! over subsets of the data. In
order to minimize the error in the determined spring constant
it is recommended that data be obtained over as large a dis-
tance range as practicable. When the nonlinearity due to op-
tical noise is significant the error in the determined spring
constant will be as large as 10%, which is comparable to
other methods. Noncoherent light sources are now available
that will remove this source of error allowing the technique
to give spring constants with an accuracy of;4%.

The data in Figs. 7 and 8 indicate clearly that the nature
of the surface is unimportant in the measurement of a spring
constant using this approach, provided that the intervening
solvent is Newtonian and that its viscosity is accurately
known. Again, accurate calibration relies upon performing a
measurement in the linear region ofb versusD. Thus it
appears that this calibration procedure will be applicable to a
wide range of probe materials whether hard~as in this case
of a silica particle interacting with a mica substrate! or soft
~for example, surfaces with adsorbed species!, rough or
smooth.

No attempt has been made to systematically quantify the
effects of surface roughness for the bare particles on the

FIG. 7. Normalized static surface forces as a function of distance for bare
~closed diamonds!, low molecular weight P2VP~open squares!, and high
molecular weight P2VP covered surfaces~open triangles! at pH 3. A scan
rate of 0.5 Hz and scan size of 300 nm was used for all experiments.

FIG. 8. Effective mobility as a function of separation for the system de-
scribed in Fig. 7.
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measured spring constant. At small surface separations~of
the order of the roughness! the lubrication force may be in-
fluenced by surface roughness. However, data at small sur-
face separations were rejected in the spring constant deter-
mination due to the cantilever instability caused by Van der
Waals attractive forces. Significant affects from surface
roughness may be expected to cause deviations from the lin-
ear behavior, as seen for adsorbed polymer films. In prin-
ciple, this calibration method can be used for a range of
cantilever spring constants and probe sizes. The limiting fac-
tor is the hydrodynamic force required to cause a measurable
oscillatory deflection of the cantilever. Thus this method is
ideal for most standard contact cantilevers and colloid probe
sizes of 5mm diameter or greater. However, this method
would be unsuitable for the much stiffer, tapping mode can-
tilevers.
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